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Abstract
This work represents the ﬁrst step towards a task library system in the reinforcement learning domain.
Task libraries could be useful in speeding up the
learning of new tasks through task transfer. Related
transfer can increase learning rate and can help prevent convergence to sub-optimal policies in reinforcement learning. Unrelated transfer can be extremely
detrimental to the learning rate. Thus task transfer
is useful in reinforcement learning if the source task
and the target task are suﬃciently related. Task similarity in reinforcement learning can be determined
using many diﬀerent similarity metrics, and simple
clustering mechanisms can be applied to determine
a set of related tasks. Invariants can be determined
among the set of related tasks and then used in transfer. This paper uses information gathered from a set
of simple grid world tasks to show that clustering of
tasks based upon a similarity metric can be helpful
in determining the set of source tasks which should
be utilized in transfer.

1

Introduction

Reinforcement learning is a method for learning control by maximizing a reward function. Q-learning
is one technique for reinforcement learning. In Qlearning the expected discounted reward for taking
an action a in a state s is stored as what is known

as a Q-Value denoted Q(s, a). The Q-values are
learned through temporal diﬀerence learning with repeated iterations with the world. Appropriate Qvalues eventually backpropagate from the rewards
throughout the rest of the state space. Unfortunately,
Q-learning is often slow and fails to scale to more
complicated problems.
Several methods for overcoming these problems
have been proposed. In task transfer information is
transferred from one task, known as the source task,
to speed or otherwise improve the learning of another
task, known as the target task. Thus the source task
provides a type of learning bias for the second task.
In general no restrictions are placed upon the relative
complexities of the source and the target tasks. Shaping is a special case of task transfer which attempts
to scale reinforcement learning to more complicated
domains by ﬁrst training an agent on simple tasks,
and then attempting to use task transfer in order to
transfer information to a more complex target task
[1] [2]. The hope is that this will speed the learning
of the more complicated target task.
Task transfer is more complex than simple function
approximation, or generalization because the diﬀerence between tasks often can not be clearly parameterized. Further, the reward function itself can be
completely unrelated from task to task. Several different mechanisms for task transfer in model free reinforcement learning have been proposed [3] [4] [5]
[6] [7]. We assume a general understanding of these

brary system in the domain of classiﬁcation tasks [8]
[9]. In reinforcement learning the situation is much
more complex. This work extends Thrun’s TC (Task
Clustering) algorithm into the realm of reinforcement
learning, thus the RLTC (Reinforcement Learning
Task Clustering) algorithm.
In order to generate a reinforcement learning task
library system the following must be accomplished.
Figure 1: A source task can bias the learning of a
target task.
techniques, and do not cover them in detail in the interest of space. Unfortunately, all these mechanisms
work well for tasks that are related to each other,
while performing poorly in situations where the two
tasks are less related. In some situations this performance degradation is exponential on the number of
diﬀerences, or the magnitude of the diﬀerences between the source and the target tasks [4]. This is
because the agent must unlearn any information in
the portion of the target task that is not similar to
the source task (known as the “unlearning problem”)
and because during unlearning valid information is
often accidentally lost in sections where the target
task is similar to the source task (known as the “information loss problem”). Therefore, the bias must
be ﬂexible enough to allow adaptation in the section
that must be unlearned, while not loosing information from the section where this bias could be useful
[See Figure 1]. Unfortunately, this is an extremely
diﬃcult problem, and much research has gone into it.
Most of this research has focused on the case where
there is one source task and one target task.

2

Task Library System, The
RLTC Algorithm

One of the major focuses of our investigation is to extend the task transfer mechanisms to the case where
multiple source tasks from a task library are being
used to bias the learning of one target task.
Sebastian Thrun has already shown how task clustering might work with the generation of a task li-

1. Methods for transferring information from multiple source tasks must be developed.
2. An appropriate distance metric (or distance metrics) must be determined for the various tasks.
3. Individual tasks should be clustered together
with other tasks that have things in common.
4. Methods for automatically determining which of
the previously learned clusters a new task belongs in before that task has been completely
learned must be developed.
We leave the ﬁnal item for future work, while showing methods for performing the ﬁrst three of these
goals.

2.1

Multiple Task Transfer

The actions of the learning agent with multiple source
tasks are based upon an amalgamation of advice from
the past tasks as well as the advice that the agent
derives from its actual experience in the world. This
can be thought of as a type of social welfare function.
There are several voting schemes that could be used
in order to construct this social welfare function. One
solution is to take the average of the advice of all the
source tasks, and then use those values to initialize
the Q-values for the new task. The agent could then
update those values with its own experience (in the
single source domain this is known as “direct transfer”). This method has the advantage of allowing the
target’s own experience to eventually take a greater
role as time progresses, while the information from
the source tasks take a greater role at ﬁrst. Unfortunately, averaging policies can be dangerous especially
when the tasks being averaged are not very similar.

Figure 2: The actions of the target agent can be
thought of as a social welfare function compiled from
the advice of many source tasks and the target’s own
experience in the world.
Averaging tends to work better the more similar the
source tasks are.
Another method of forming this social welfare function is to take only the invariants among the source
tasks, and transfer those invariants as in direct transfer, while initializing the rest of the state space normally. Theoretically this will allow an agent to learn
the task normally except in regions where all his previous sources agree. As before this technique will be
more eﬀective the more related the source tasks are
to each other and to the target task. The more you
can narrow down the number of source tasks the more
invariants there will be to transfer.

a method for determining the similarity of any two
tasks is needed.
Finding an appropriate distance metric will be dependent on the types of tasks under consideration.
Ideally we would have a set of task features that
would form a vector v (and a corresponding space
S) that would parsimoniously characterize the tasks
to be clustered. Unfortunately given even human capacity to ﬁnd and abstract task similarities, it is diﬃcult or impossible to ﬁnd such characterizations. Automating the development of this characterization is
even more diﬃcult. Fortunately there are clustering
algorithms that will function so long as there exists at
least one distance measure d between any two tasks
in the library. Formally: ∀ij ∃di,j . Where i and j are
any two tasks in the library.
Two simple distance metrics that could be used
are based upon 1) R(s, a), the expected immediate
reward for taking action a in state s and 2) the Qvalues Q(s, a) the expected discounted future reward
for taking action a in state s.
By canonically ordering the R or Q values we can
convert them into a task characterization vector. Although the space spanned by this vector is large,
these two values suﬃciently characterize the problem. In this space we can measure distance between
tasks using the simple euclidian distance generating
two separate distance measures DQ and DR . Which
distance measure (or combination of distance measures) to use will depend upon the types of tasks in
the library. Diﬀerent cluster trees will be generated
with each distance measure used, and each tree will
hopefully capture a diﬀerent set of features that tasks
might have in common. Section 5 compares the results obtained using R-values as the task characterization with the results obtained using Q-values.

2.3
2.2

Distance Metrics

In any task library there will be many tasks that are
related to each other, and to the target task, but there
will almost certainly be many tasks that are unrelated
to the target. Since the transfer algorithms are all
extremely sensitive to the amount of similarity that
is present between the source and the target tasks,

Clustering

One method for generating a useful sub-portion of
source tasks from which to attempt transfer is to cluster the source tasks into sets of related tasks. Then
the task of picking a set of related source tasks could
be greatly simpliﬁed, perhaps even automated. Task
Clustering is therefore the ﬁrst step towards this automation. As the agent explores the space of a target

task, and ﬁnds that this portion is similar to the same
portion in a group of clustered tasks, then it will be
reasonable to assume that the new target task might
also share many similarities with this cluster of tasks
in other parts of its state space.
The clustering algorithm creates a tree structure.
Leaf nodes correspond to the tasks being clustered.
Parent nodes link successively more dissimilar tasks,
or clusters of tasks, as we move from the leaves to
the root of the tree. The parents nodes in the tree
represent the cluster containing all of the leaf nodes
which are descendants of that parent.
The clustering algorithm takes as input a list of
tasks and the distance between all possible pairs.
That is, a list of tasks, T1 ...Tn , and a corresponding
array, D, (n × n) of distances di,j , where 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n.
Note that we treat the tasks in the library as samples from a family (the ideal cluster) of tasks, A, represented by a region, SA , in the space, S, which was
described above. CA = {Ci | i ∈ A} represents the
set of ALL tasks in the family, A, even ones we have
never seen. We use Ca = {Ci | i ∈ a} to represent
the sample of tasks in the family A that are in the
library.
For two clusters A and B with corresponding task
samples Ca and Cb the distance between all possible
pairs of sample tasks in the two cluster (the edges in a
bipartite, complete graph, Km,n , comprised of the m
tasks in Ca and the n tasks in Cb ) form a sample measurement, di,j , i ∈ a, j ∈ b of the distance between
the clusters A and B. We use the sample mean (μa,b )
to estimate the distance between clusters. Individual
tasks can be treated as a cluster of size 1, so that the
value μa,b can be used as an estimate for the distance
between any two tasks, between a task and a cluster,
or between a cluster and another cluster. As the number of tasks in Ca and Cb becomes large we can use a
subset or sub-sample to compute the mean distance,
and thus bound the computational complexity.
In each iteration of the algorithm we select l∗ , k ∗ =
arg minl,k (μl,k ) (where l and k iterate over every cluster) to ﬁnd the two clusters, Cl∗ and Ck∗ , which are
closest to each other. These two clusters are used as
the children of the next parent in what will grow into
a binary tree. The two clusters Cl∗ and Ck∗ are then
removed from the cluster list C, and are merged into

a new cluster which is then added back into the list of
clusters C. μl,k is then recomputed for the clusters in
C. This process is repeated until all tasks have been
connected into the binary tree the root of which is
the only cluster left in C.
This binary tree could then be collapsed by merging parent and grandparent nodes which link clusters or individual tasks which are approximately the
same distance apart. In future work we intend to
explore the use of a t-tests on the distances to determine whether a particular cluster split is statistically
signiﬁcant, or whether it should be collapsed.

3

Methodology

Figure 3: Simple grid-world.
We used a simple grid world [see Figure 3] in order
to rapidly create a set of tasks that could be easily
engineered to produce various levels of similarity. We
produced a suite of thoroughly learned tasks in this
world. Moving the goal various amounts, removing
the obstacle in the center, or swapping the start and
the goal produced various levels of similarity. There
were four main types of tasks, tasks with the goal

somewhere near the upper right, tasks with the goal
somewhere near the bottom left, and tasks with and
without the central obstacle. The hope was that the
clustering algorithm would group these similar tasks
together.
We then chose one of these tasks, and withheld it
from the clustering algorithm to use as the target task
later on. The other tasks were fed to the clustering
algorithm and various clusters were produced which
were then treated as secondary indexes into the list of
learned tasks. Multiple cluster trees were produced
using multiple distance metrics.
In order to form a baseline against which our other
mechanisms could be judged we also tested transfer
from individual tasks without any clustering algorithm. In order to use information from an individual source task to bias the learning of a new target
task we used the well-understood “direct transfer”
mechanism[4][3].

4

Results

Figure 4: Shows the advantage of transfer if the two
tasks are related, and the danger in transfer if the
two tasks are unrelated. The left axis represents the
average number of steps to the goal, while the right
axis represents each epoch.
We ﬁrst tested transfer from individual tasks. Figure 4 demonstrates the value of transfer, showing that
a task can be learned much faster using transfer from

a related task while demonstrating the potential damage that can be produced if transfer is indiscriminately used from an unrelated task. For our related
task we moved the goal one step from its initial position, creating two tasks that were as similar as possible without being identical. Interestingly because
the source task had been thoroughly explored, its application in transfer prevented the convergence to a
sub optimal policy that is so common when learning
from scratch with a ”choose best” exploration policy.
For our unrelated tasks we swapped the start and
the goal, generating two tasks that were as dissimilar as possible. Notice that the scale of this graph
is logarithmic. In unrelated transfer more time was
spent in the ﬁrst trial while unlearning the incorrect
portion of the task than in all the rest of the trials
combined. This result motivated the exploration of
task clustering.
The clustering algorithm functioned as expected
creating very logical clustering trees, one for each distance metric. The tree based upon the Q-value distance metric correctly separated out tasks that had
the goal in the upper right from those tasks that had
the goal in the bottom left. These categories of tasks
were then further broken down into tasks that had
the obstacle from those tasks that had no obstacle
[see ﬁgure 5]. When the R-Values were used as the
distance metric the tasks were much more sensitive
the presence of the obstacle in the center, moving this
diﬀerence further up the tree [see ﬁgure 6].
Once these clusters were produced we tested transfer using both invariants and average Q-values from
from various clusters. We found that the invariants from the top of the cluster tree built from the
Q-values didn’t generate any useful information because there were no invariants at this level. There
were invariants in the cluster tree based upon the
R-Values, even at the top of the cluster tree where
all the tasks were included. This was because the
bounding wall was invariant among all tasks, and
the R-Values easily captured this feature, while the
Q-values did not. When invariant information was
transferred from related branches of the cluster tree
a substantial speedup in learning rate was detected.
Transferring information from the R-Values substantially increased the agent’s fault tolerance, reducing

Figure 6: Cluster tree 2, based on the mean squared
Figure 5: Cluster tree 1, based on the mean squared error of the R-Values.
error of the Q-values.
the number of negative rewards encountered during
training. If the proper sub-branch of the R-Value
cluster tree was used the number of negative rewards
received by the agent was reduced to 0.
In addition to invariant transfer we also tested the
use of the average Q-value from the the appropriate branch of the tree built from the Q-values for
the initialization a target task. This gave a substantial increase in learning rate [shown in 7]. We also
attempted transfer from from the top of the Q-value
tree (eﬀectively using all tasks as if they had not been
clustered). Unsurprisingly, it was determined that
the average Q-values of all tasks generated a nonsensical initial policy which was detrimental to learning.

can be eﬀectively clustered, and that the transfer
across invariants in such a cluster can be beneﬁcial
if the cluster is suﬃciently related and if the target
belongs to the particular cluster chosen.
This research has potential in the production of
a truly autonomous agent that can learn many tasks
over its lifetime. Such an agent could store these tasks
in a task library, and work on clustering these tasks
oﬄine. Then when a new task must be learned the
agent could attempt to use information from these
past tasks online in order to learn the new task faster.

6

Future Work

We eventually hope to automate the process of selecting an appropriate cluster to transfer from. Determining the relatedness between a target task and a
5 Conclusions
cluster of source tasks should be reducible to a simple
We have shown that related transfer can be extremely localization problem. This problem should be easy to
helpful, while unrelated transfer can be detrimental. solve in the case of the R-Values, while solving this
We have also shown that reinforcement learning tasks problem with Q-values may be more diﬃcult because
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Figure 7: Transferring information from the clustered
tasks rather than from all tasks avoided the disadvantages found in unrelated transfer, while allowing most
of the speedup from related transfer.
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